
September 30, 2019

The Honourable Marc Garneau, P.C., M.P.

Minister of Transport

330 Sparks Street

Ottawa, ON

K1A 0N5

Re: Canadian Pacific 2019-2020 Winter Contingency Plan Report  

Dear Minister Garneau:

On behalf of Canadian Pacific (CP), I am pleased to provide you our 2019-2020 Winter 
Contingency Plan Report. 

As required by section 151.01(2) of the Canada Transportation Act, this report describes CP’s 
plans that will enable the safe and efficient movement of grain, along with other traffic, when 
the railway encounters winter weather conditions during the upcoming 2019-2020 winter. 

Sincerely,

Keith Creel

President and Chief Executive Officer
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We are proud to have pioneered safe and 
efficient winter railroading, particularly 
through the steep mountain ranges of 
Alberta and British Columbia.

Executive summary 

Canadian Pacific (CP) is pleased to submit our 2019-2020 Winter Contingency Plan Report 
to the Minister of Transport, as required by the Canada Transportation Act.

CP has been railroading in challenging winter conditions since 1881. We are proud to have 
pioneered safe and efficient winter railroading, particularly through the steep mountain 
ranges of Alberta and British Columbia. Although winter is unavoidable in Canada, the type 
and severity of conditions, and the geographical scope, can vary dramatically from year to 
year. Consequently, it is imperative to plan extensively for different winter weather scenarios 
across North America, including the potential for prolonged, severe winter conditions that 
can significantly affect railway operations across our network. 

Proper winter planning helps prepare the railway for all winter scenarios, thereby ensuring a 
resilient rail system that can continue serving the needs of our customers – and by extension 
the needs of the broader economy – even during the harshest winter operating conditions. 
Over the past few years, CP has expanded winter planning activities. 

Certain severe winter weather conditions require adjustments to our operations to ensure 
safety – which is foundational to everything we do at CP. For example, when temperatures 
drop below negative 25 degrees Celsius, a train’s speed, length and weight must be 
reduced. These necessary operational changes lower overall system velocity, which reduces 
the supply chain’s shipping capacity. Similarly, winter storms that cause snowfall and ice 
require the deployment of significant assets and resources to keep track corridors and 
railway yards clear and safe. Given our network reach through the Rocky Mountains, we 
must also be vigilant to the threat posed by avalanches, and prepared to respond rapidly and 
effectively if our corridor is impacted.  

This report highlights the new initiatives and investments that CP is undertaking to 
mitigate the impact of winter weather on our operations and improve the railway’s winter 
performance. The report details the robust forecasting and predictive winter modelling 
exercises used by our meteorological specialists to plan for the upcoming winter. We outline 
our annual company-wide winter contingency planning across the network that ensures CP 
is prepared to respond to adverse winter conditions. The report describes our sophisticated 
use of data analytics and predictive modelling to improve operations in winter conditions. 
We provide an overview of CP’s comprehensive avalanche monitoring, control, and recovery 
plans. The report describes our collaboration and cooperation with external organizations, 
including our customers, other important components of the integrated supply chain and 
government ministries and agencies. We outline how we communicate with our customers 
and current initiatives to improve this communication. The report provides an assessment of 
our ability to move grain, and all other commodities during the upcoming winter, based on 
our current winter forecasts and anticipated customer demand. We include an overview of 
our 2019 capital expenditure plan, including a summary of capacity enhancing projects in 
our western region. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our locomotive modernization 
program and our current hiring plans.  
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Highlights: Winter planning 
initiatives and investments  
in 2019-2020

Initiatives and investments for 2019-2020 include:

• Investing a record $1.6 billion in capital improvements

• Air brake flow monitoring 

•  Implementing cold wheel detection technology (ABE-
Automated Brake Efficiency program)

• Ground level air temperature forecast system

•  Harnessing predictive analytics to forecast rolling stock 
equipment failures before they happen

• Implementing a high-speed camera train inspection system

• In-house testing new air brake valve gasket materials

•  Installing a new weather station at Stephen, Alta., and plans 
to install additional weather stations across our network

•  Modernizing 170 locomotives by 2020, with 130 completed 
to date

•  Training 775 new employees (currently in various stages of 
training system-wide)

•  Implementing additional communication tools, developed 
with our customers, through CP Customer Station 

Together, these iniatiaves and investments will further improve 
safety, network resiliency, system velocity, capacity, and 
communications with our customers. 
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Pre-winter planning and forecasting 

CP’s comprehensive and robust winter contingency planning 
begins in the summer with sophisticated forecasting. Our in-
house specialists analyze weather data and make use of the best 
predictive modelling available in an effort to forecast the conditions 
we are likely to encounter over the upcoming winter, including 
the type, severity and geographical reach. Although forecasts are 
predictions, and can therefore never be 100 percent accurate, they 
are a critical planning tool that helps ensure CP is prepared for the 
upcoming winter. 

CP develops winter plans for each region, subdivision, rail yard, 
and facility across our network. We strategically place assets 
and resources, such as snow removal equipment and sand, 
in appropriate locations across the network, to ensure rapid 
deployment when needed to respond to winter weather. Please see 
the Annex for the locations of our winter preparedness assets and 
resources. We ensure switch heaters have propane and that other 
equipment, such as brooms and shovels, are available to crews. 
Similarly, we develop specific contingency plans for our Train and 
Engine (T&E) employees, Engineering and Mechanical personnel, 
and our Operation Centres in Calgary and Minneapolis. We locate 
snow crews at targeted locations across the network. In addition 
to training snowplow/spreader operators, we are installing new 
snow fences and are completing the switch heater installation and 
renewal program. There are a total of 914 switch heaters across 
our network, which includes 102 that have been added and 365 
that have been replaced over the past five years. We use specialized 
trucks, backpack blowers and heated blowers to remove snow 
from our tracks and switches. All equipment is dedicated to the 
railway’s 24/7 operation. Since 2017, we have added eight RPM 
Air Force 1 Hi-Rail Cold Air Blowers and nine Knox Kershaw KSF 
940 Snowfighters to our snow-fighting equipment fleet. CP has 
winter planning and monitoring specialists in both its Calgary and 
Minneapolis Operations Centres.

These specific plans ensure safe operations in difficult winter 
conditions, wherever they may appear across the network.

Our in-house specialists analyze 
weather data and make use of 
the best predictive modelling 
available in an effort to forecast 
the conditions we are likely to 
encounter over the upcoming 
winter, including the type, severity 
and geographical reach.

We are currently refining our long-range forecast for the 
2019-2020 winter season. As part of this process, CP reviews 
sophisticated winter weather prediction models and data from 
several meteorological services. The following is a summary of 
CP’s early winter forecast.

As with any forecast, it is never certain that the anticipated 
weather will materialize. We must, therefore, always be prepared 
for any winter scenario. That said, the expert meteorological data 
analysis and prediction models provide important guidance for 
CP’s winter contingency planning. We are continually refining our 
forecast models as higher probability data becomes available.

Summary of CP’s early forecast of the 
2019-2020 winter trends across our 
network:

•  Western Region: Average snowfalls through 
the mountain corridors; below average 
precipitation through BC western interior. 

•  Prairies to Northern Ontario: Higher chance 
of prolonged cold events and above average 
snowfall.

•  Eastern Region (Ontario, Quebec, New York): 
Average/below average temperatures and 
above average precipitation.

•  Chicago and South Region: Elevated chance 
of significantly colder periods and stormy 
weather events.

2019-2020 Winter forecast and modelling
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During the winter months, 
we have an advanced 
system in place to monitor 
conditions closely.

Our winter contingency plan involves scheduled procedures that are executed 
when specific winter conditions are observed. CP’s response to weather intensifies 
as conditions worsen. As explained earlier, when the temperature on a railway 
subdivision drops below negative 25 degrees Celsius, we reduce train speed and 
length in order to ensure safety. When snow, ice and moisture fall on rail tracks, we 
must reduce the train’s weight. Our locomotives are equipped with a ‘cow catcher’ 
on the front of a locomotive, which acts as a small plow to help push snow away 
from the tracks. 

CP NETWORK AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (HOT BOX DETECTOR) 
MONITORING SYSTEM

Winter readiness

During the winter months, we have an advanced system in place to monitor 
conditions closely. In addition to our in-house specialists, CP retains the services of an 
outside weather service to provide the railway necessary information and guidance 
on current and expected winter weather conditions. The suite of products provided 
to CP is extensive. This includes weather condition/forecast planning reports by 
subdivision that are provided twice daily, real-time monitoring and warning protocols, 
and meteorologist network surveillance and consultation services, all of which are 
distributed across the rail network. In addition, Hot Box Detectors provide real-time 
track-level monitoring of ambient temperatures across the network. This enhanced 
situational awareness of changing temperatures and winter operating conditions 
informs our operational decision-making as we implement our winter contingency 
plan.
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Railway switch heater
Forced heated air directed through ductwork that melts snow 
and ice from switch components.

CP snowfighter 
Multi-purpose snow clearing equipment plows, spreads sand 
and blows snow.

CP plow/spreader consist
Heavy duty snow plow and sand spreading operations.

New weather station at Stephen, Alta.

In winter months, we increase the number of locomotives on 
our heavier bulk trains (i.e. coal and potash) to safely handle 
additional moisture on the track.

The following is a list of equipment that CP deploys to clear snow 
and mitigate the impact of winter: 

• CP plow/spreader consist

• CP snowfighter

• Railway switch heater

• Weather station

CP is installing new and smarter switch snow melting equipment 
across its western corridor. The equipment is designed with 
added sensory devices to allow for greater situational awareness 
at the track level. 

The Stephen, Alta. location is equipped with both a remote 
viewing camera to observe surrounding snow conditions, as well 
as a full feature weather station. It provides real time data to CP 
trains operating in the area of current atmospheric conditions.
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Technology and innovation

CP uses predictive analytics to reduce mainline mechanical 
failures and strengthen planning for train length during extreme 
cold temperatures. Our predictive analytics are driven primarily 
through the consolidation and analysis of data collected by the 
wayside detectors installed across our network. These detectors 
monitor the critical components of rail cars, including wheel 
profiles and temperatures, and bearing conditions. 

Our Engineering and Information Services teams collaborate to 
determine improved methods and standards for engineering and 
mechanical design, inspections and repairs, which allows CP to 
predict areas of risk while improving operational efficiency. 

The team collects and analyzes mechanical, engineering, and 
operating data to monitor in-train forces, rail flaw detection, 
track geometry, impacts of train configuration on rail wear, 
locomotive/car wheel profiles and rail condition, and train 
design. The goal is to improve safety and operational efficiency 
by harnessing the power of data and intelligent algorithms. This 
allows CP to maximize the effectiveness of our engineering team 
and minimize any delays to the movement of goods through the 
important supply chain.  

The following is a summary of innovations we are undertaking 
to improve operational safety and winter performance:

•  Brake pipe air flow monitoring: CP is implementing 
a program to monitor brake pipe air flow performance. 
Information such as brake pipe airflow rates, ambient 
temperatures and train length combinations, will be used to 
predict potential air brake problems. This data is captured 
through event recorders from trains en route and fed to 
mechanical technicians at our Operations Centre. If a train 
is heading into temperatures below negative 25 degrees 
Celsius, this data allows our mechanical technicians to 
assess the train so that our Operations team can take 
appropriate actions. Actions may include diverting the train 
along another route with warmer temperatures, parking 
the train to better utilize operating crews or positioning 
mechanical personnel to repair the train at a crew change 
location. These actions help mitigate the need to reduce 
train lengths, especially for trains that have been built and 
are already in main track service

•  Cold wheel technology: Cold wheel technology detects 
brakes that are not working effectively by measuring wheel 
temperatures following a grade where a brake application 
is required. Identified cars with wheels below a temperature 
threshold undergo repairs as necessary. 

•  High speed camera train inspection system: The system 
is located on our Maple Creek, Sask. subdivision. It inspects 
the train with high-resolution cameras while the train is in 
motion. This technology allows CP to identify and address 
mechanical problems more efficiently. 

•  Valve gasket design and materials: We are currently 
testing new valve gasket designs and materials. Valve 
gaskets are used to reduce air leakage when joining air 
brake hoses throughout the train. This has the potential to 
reduce train air brake leakage significantly, improving safety 
and service reliability. 

•  Ground level air temperature forecast system:  
The system model correlates general area temperature 
forecasts with local track level historic temperatures 
to provide a 24-hour forecast of track level ambient 
temperatures across CP corridors. 

There are significant opportunities to leverage the benefits of 
predictive analytics.  CP continues discussions with regulators 
regarding opportunities to improve safety through the 
application of technology.  

By investing in technology and championing innovation, CP is 
solidifying our position as a leader in moving the economy safely 
and efficiently. Explore how we connect to industry advances in 
every part of our business at www.cpr.ca/en/about-cp/innovation

CP is using predictive analytics 
to reduce mainline mechanical 
failures and strengthen planning 
for train length during extreme 
cold temperatures.

High speed train inspection station in Maple Creek, Sask. 
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Distributed Power and  
train lengths

CP uses distributed power extensively to improve train handling 
and air brake performance. Instead of just having power at 
the front or rear of the train, distributed power allows for 
locomotives to be placed strategically throughout the consist. 
Distributed power placement is successfully used as part of CP’s 
Winter Operations Plan to maintain brake pipe air pressure as the 
ambient temperature falls. Distributed power enables air supply 
to the brake pipe in multiple points through the train to maintain 
brake pipe pressure. Maintaining brake pipe pressure is most 
critical on the Northern Ontario portion of CP’s network due 
to persistent periods of extremely low temperatures during the 
winter months.

Interoperability of equipment and 
coordinated research

Not all railways are affected by winter, nor are they affected the 
same way. Therefore, a delicate balance must be struck between 
developing better winter technology and optimal technology for 
year-round operations throughout an integrated North American 
rail industry. For example, if you engineer rail steel, rail strength 
and wear resistance to be optimal for year-round operations, you 
have to sacrifice fracture toughness which helps in extremely cold 
weather. This is similar to the physics of a vehicle’s winter tires: 
softer rubber is ideal in extreme cold, but it performs poorly in 
warm temperatures, actually reducing brake performance and 
accelerating the tire’s wear.

To learn more on the impact of winter on railway operations 
please review CP’s White Paper: Railroading in the Canadian 
Winter at www.cpr.ca/en/about-cp-site/Documents/CP-2018-19-
WhitePaper.pdf

Research and development focused 
on the needs of Canada’s rail system

The industry recognized the need to develop a research program 
focused on the unique challenges of railroading in Canada. 
On March 1, 2012 the Canadian Rail Research Laboratory 
(CaRRL) was established as Canada's premier education and 
research program in railway engineering. CaRRL is also part of 
the affiliated lab program of the industry-funded Association of 
American Railroads’ Transportation Technology Center, Inc. (AAR-
TTCI).

To date, research undertaken by CaRRL, includes:

Current research:

• Assessing and improving track performance and reliability

• Assessing ballast quality and degradation

• Establishing a quantitative risk management process

Past research: 

• Analysis of Canadian train derailments from 2001 to 2014

•  An investigation of the effects of axle spacing on the rail 
bending stress behavior

•  Quantifying the distribution of rail bending stresses along 
the track using train mounted deflection measurements

•  A quantitative evaluation of the impact of soft subgrades on 
railway track structure

•  Reliability Centered Maintenance and Ultrasonic Leakage 
Detection as a maintenance and condition monitoring 
technique for freight rail airbrakes in cold weather conditions

•  Reliability study and maintenance decision making of wheel 
temperature detectors

•  Reducing frequency of slow orders resulting from ground 
hazards

•  New destructive and non-destructive methods to quantify 
fracture toughness of high strength rail steels

•  Landslide risk and resilience in the Ashcroft Thompson River 
Valley, British Columbia

This valuable research deepens the industry’s understanding of 
the challenges of operating in winter conditions.

CP uses distributed power 
extensively to improve train  
handling and air brake  
performance.
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Avalanche preparedness

CP’s busiest corridor runs through the Alberta and B.C. mountain 
ranges. Given significant annual snowfall in these areas, 
avalanches can pose a risk to our operations. We take a number 
of actions to mitigate the risk of avalanches and have people and 
equipment in place to recover quickly from an avalanche.

In areas prone to avalanches, we have put in place 29 snow/
rock slide fences, comprised of poles and connecting wires and 
a total of seven snow sheds; one located in Alberta and six 
in B.C. The fences activate the signal system to prevent trains 
from proceeding in the event that snow or rocks pass through 
the connecting wires. A snow shed is a structure that provides 
overhead protection by allowing snow to pass over tracks 
and trains when an unplanned avalanche occurs. This type of 
infrastructure significantly improves safety when operating in 
avalanche-prone areas of our network.

CP employs specialists in the field that monitor snow pack 
conditions in proximity to our track. They will set off controlled 
avalanches when there is a high risk of natural avalanche 
occurrence and perform proactive avalanche management. This 
is critical for maintaining safe operations but it does consume 
system capacity given the need to shut down a corridor to 
manage unstable snow conditions in the mountains.  

Avalanche recovery is critically important to ensuring the fluidity 
of our network. In the event of an unplanned avalanche, we have 
crews and equipment in place to recover quickly.

Due to the snowpack melting in the spring, CP has a robust plan 
to ensure run-off does not impact the integrity of the railway 
track bed. This involves monitoring drainage and cleaning culverts.

Snow/rock slide fence

Snow shed

Snow pack monitoring

Avalanche control 

We take a number of actions to 
mitigate the risk of avalanches 
and have people and equipment 
in place to recover quickly from 
an avalanche.
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Collaboration with Avalanche Canada and 
government agencies

Each year, in collaboration with Avalanche Canada and provincial and federal agencies,  
CP proactively develops pre-winter storm plans for the mountains in Alberta and B.C. 
CP’s western corridor faces unique challenges posed by steep mountain grades, sharp 
curves and proximity to steep mountain topography. CP requires a comprehensive 
avalanche control program to transit this route safely and successfully each day. This 
program includes a team of highly skilled avalanche contractor specialists who provide 
CP avalanche zone safety information, search and rescue training, and avalanche 
condition monitoring and control. In addition, the team coordinates between other 
transportation corridor stakeholders (Parks Canada and B.C. Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastrucure) to ensure activities are synchronized to minimize disruptions and 
maximize safety while operating through the numerous mountain passes where the 
railway and the highway are in close proximity. Parks Canada is an important partner in 
Banff and Glacier National Parks.

Collaboration with customers and  
supply chain participants

CP, our customers, and other supply chain participants all play a major role in preparing 
for challenging winter conditions. The following is an overview of the activities we 
collectively undertake to ensure effective service during the winter months.

•  Arrange the availability of resources, such as snow removal and sand, in advance 
of winter.  

•  Conduct a fall “housekeeping” inspection of rail operations prior to the first 
snowfall to ensure walking areas are free of debris and tripping hazards.  

•  During the winter months, keep flangeways of tracks that run through private or 
public roads clear of snow, ice and debris at all times.  

•  Clear snow buildup caused by vehicles crossing over tracks, and snow that has 
slipped from adjacent rooftops onto siding tracks. Ensure tracks are clear of any 
snow buildup to avoid causing restricted or closed clearances.

•  Inspect sidings before servicing by train crews.

•  Ensure all signage used to indicate restricted/closed clearances and/or track 
protection are unobstructed, with clearly visible markings.  

•  Keep all walking areas and switches at the customer facility free of snow, ice and 
debris, and ensure proper drainage.

•  Communicate with CP’s Operations Centre when the customer facility will be 
cleared of snow and ice so that CP can schedule crews and service the facility.

CP and other supply chain participants, including port terminal operators and our 
customers, develop and implement communication protocols to alert each other of 
winter conditions that have or may disrupt operations. Full 24/7 operations assist with 
supply chain resilience and more rapid recovery after severe weather or an outage. 
Further, there is significant need to improve the ability to load grain to vessels in 
Vancouver during the rainy season from November through March.

CP, our customers, 
and other supply 
chain participants 
all have a major 
role in preparing 
for challenging 
winter conditions.
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Customer communication

CP is committed to continually improving customer 
communication and responsiveness. Our Sales and Marketing 
team is in regular contact with our customers to better 
understand their business and how CP can help meet their 
needs. We also use a number of other tools to facilitate direct 
communication and provide access to up-to-date shipment and 
network information. These tools include availability of shipment-
based information, carload and intermodal tools, as well as 
bulletins and messages on our website (cpr.ca - Customer Station); 
the ability to reach CP representatives at our Network Service 
Centre day or night via toll free telephone (1-888-333-8111); 
email; and online messaging (“log an issue” feature).  

In 2018, CP undertook three major initiatives to improve customer 
communication and service. 

1.  We created a Customer Advisory Panel (CAP) to gain better 
insight on how to improve the customer experience. 

2.  We held an open dialogue session with CAP members on 
issues related to technology, communication and service. CP 
commissions annual customer satisfaction surveys, which take 
place in the third quarter of each year. 

3.  We also held various customer forums at locations across our 
network. Input received through these initiatives informs how 
we design and deploy communication tools for our customers.

We have a dedicated grain performance website (http://www.
cpr.ca/en/customer-resources/grain) which we initiated at the 
beginning of the 2017-2018 crop year, to inform our customers 
and other stakeholders of our weekly grain performance. We 
believe this information, together with ongoing dialogue with our 
customers, is productive. 

CP takes all necessary steps to expedite rapid system recovery 
from severe weather and network outages. This includes the 
immediate site deployment of senior company officers and 
management crews, and significant CP equipment and contractor 
resources. CP works 24/7 until normal operations are restored.

CP is committed to continually 
improving customer communication 
and responsiveness.
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CP is planning to supply and spot 5,700 grain hopper cars each 
week with CP equipment from August through late-December, 
and from April to July, subject to customer demand.

The Port of Thunder Bay is a major outlet for Canadian export 
grain moving by vessel on the St. Lawrence Seaway. Winter 
weather typically forces the Port of Thunder Bay and the Seaway 
to close from late-December to March. During this period, CP 
plans to supply 4,250 grain cars each week.

In addition to these supply forecasts, CP anticipates moving on 
average 1,050 cars of grain products each week, principally in 
customer-supplied equipment, through most of the upcoming 
crop year.  

Figure 1 provides CP’s quarterly grain and grain products capacity 
targets. With cooperation of all components of the supply chain, 
and assuming demand is robust, CP hopes to exceed these supply 
forecasts. We will have capacity in place to move 31.2 million 
metric tonnes (MMT) of grain and grain products during the 
2019-2020 crop year. However, typical seasonality of demand 
brings softness in late spring and summer, so our target volume 
for the crop year is 27-28 MMT. Our customers indicate that the 
western Canadian grain production will be in the range of  
69-71 MMT.

Over the past few years, there has been increasing reliance on the 
Port of Vancouver as an outlet for grain. This reliance increases the 
fragility of the grain supply chain since most of the movements 
are from origins in the cold prairies through mountain ranges that 
receive major annual snowfalls, which are prone to avalanches. 
Winter conditions in Vancouver also increase the amount of 
rainfall at the port. These factors can have a significant impact on 
the ability to load ships.

Another critical factor upon which the performance of the North 
American rail industry relies is the performance of interswitching 
cars in Chicago. Chicago is the most critical freight hub within 
North America’s rail system, and the threat of gridlock is constant, 
particularily during winter months. Approximately 25 percent of 
all North American freight traffic moves through Chicago1,  where 
six Class 1 freight railways connect.

On average, it takes a train “30 hours to get through Chicago, 
about the same time it takes the same train to travel from 
Chicago to the East Coast.”2 In this constrained environment, 
surges in freight volumes, severe weather and other adverse 
events can quickly cascade into a significant disruption throughout 
the network. That disruption can affect the movement of grain, 
other commodities, and the broader economy as a whole. 

The rail industry and the entire supply chain learned this lesson 
in the winter of 2013-2014, when a bumper crop and prolonged 
extreme weather conditions collided to create gridlock in the rail 
system that affected the entire North American rail system for 
several months, particularly in Chicago.

We urge customers to consider other routing options and 
gateways that do not involve the Chicago terminal, especially in 
winter months. 

FIGURE 1: CP GRAIN AND GRAIN PRODUCTS CAPACITY 
TARGET, BY QUARTER, FOR THE 2019-20 CROP YEAR: 
METRIC TONNES PER QUARTER

*Note: Estimates assume the Port of Thunder Bay closure from 
December 22, 2019 to March 22, 2020.

8.3

Q1
(Aug. 1 – Oct. 2019)

Q2*

(Nov. 1, 2019 –  
Jan. 31, 2020)

Q3*

(Feb. 1, 2020 –  
Apr. 30, 2020)

Q4*

(May 1, 2020 –  
Jul. 31, 2020)

7.5
7.1

8.3

1 http://business.financialpost.com/welcome-to-chokepoint-usa by Kristine Owram, November 8, 2015
2 Report on Amtrak Chicago Gateway Blue Ribbon Panel, October 19, 2015 (“Amtrak Report”)

Moving grain during the 2019-2020 winter season
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CP capital expenditure

We expect our total 2019 system-wide capital expenditure to be 
approximately $1.6 billion. This significant investment continues 
our record investment from 2018. CP plans to invest $1.6 billion 
in 2020. 

Capacity enhancing projects

There is a strong focus on increasing the fluidity, capacity, 
resiliency and safety of our western network for our 2019 capital 
program. The 12 projects listed below are currently underway. 
Siding extension projects will add more than 36,000 feet of track, 
and yard extension projects in Calgary and Lethbridge will add  
another 13,300 feet of track. 

We note that the items below represent CP’s current plans. 
Individual projects are subject to change because the health of 
the network demands the flexibility to adjust capital investment 
to respond to changes in market demand and consequent 
operational needs.

FIGURE 2: CP’S ANNUAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT ($)

726M

1.4B
1.5B

1.2B
1.3B

1.6B 1.6B

2010 2015 20172014 2016 2018 2019E

Location Subdivision Description 

Moose Jaw, Sask. Swift Current Separate yard lead tracks F1/F2

Metiskow, Alta. Hardisty New 9,600’ siding

Penhold, Alta. Red Deer Extend siding from 7,200’ to 12,000’

Campaign, Alta. Red Deer Extend siding from 7,200’ to 10,400’

Calgary Terminal Brooks Extend two yard tracks (P3 & P4) to 8,800’

Calgary Terminal Brooks Extend Depot 3 and 4 over Elbow River into Alyth yard

Calgary Terminal Aldersyde Signal upgrades and track upgrades to allow for increased track speed 

Eldon, Alta. Laggan Extend siding from 7,096’ to 12,400’

Stephen, Alta. Laggan Extend double track west by 4,500’

Field, B.C. Laggan Extend track 1 from 7,180’ to 8,500’

Sapperton, B.C. Westminster New 10,000’ staging track

Lethbridge (Kipp Yard) Taber Separate switching leads on east and west end

The Eldon, Stephen and Field projects will also support winter operations on the Laggan subdivision.
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Locomotive modernization 
program and operating crews

CP continues to hire new employees and add locomotives 
to meet the needs of our customers across North America. 
Since 2016, CP has grown its workforce by 14 percent (1,647 
employees). In 2018, CP hired, trained and deployed more than 
700 new operating employees. Currently, we have more than 
775 new employees in various stages of training,  
system-wide.  

CP is undertaking a robust locomotive modernization program. 
CP has modernized more than 130 locomotives in our fleet. 
Equipped with the latest technology, these locomotives will 
significantly improve reliability and performance. CP is planning 
to have 170 modernized locomotives by the end of 2019.  
In 2019, CP increased the available locomotive fleet, for  
main-track operations, by 60 locomotives. 

For the 2019-2020 winter season, CP is currently targeting 
1,100 to 1,150 locomotives in service, up to 15,700 grain 
hopper cars, and 4,350 to 4,420 T&E employees. By the end of  
2019 we expect to have 1,900 new high-capacity grain hopper 
cars in service. CP is focused on preventative car maintenance 
(including changing air hose gaskets) during the summer and 
fall to ensure all cars are ready for winter operations.

Our crews, locomotives and rolling stock move many 
commodities across our North American network. Of particular 
note, CP grain hoppers cars are used interchangeably within 
Canada and the U.S. This flexibility allows CP to maximize 
empty spotting at all elevators.

CP continues to hire new 
employees and add locomotives 
to meet the needs of our 
customers across North America. 
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On June 7, 2018, CP announced plans to invest more than a 
half-billion dollars in new high-capacity grain hopper cars, over 
four years, as part of our commitment to the agricultural sector. 
Our grain customers can expect to see 1,900 of these new cars in 
service by the end of 2019, enabling CP to transport more grain in 
each dedicated train. 

CP plans to order approximately 5,900 hopper cars in total, 
representing 40 percent of the total hopper car fleet, enabling the 
complete removal of all low-capacity hoppers from the fleet. 

The new car design is shorter and lighter. This means it can carry 
more grain compared to the cars being retired from CP's fleet. The 
new cars feature a three-pocket design that can be loaded and 
unloaded more efficiently than the old four-pocket Government 
of Canada cars. The new hopper cars can handle more than 15 
percent greater volume and 10 percent greater load weight than 
the cars being retired, while featuring a shorter frame that enables 
more cars in a train of the same length. The cars feature newly 
manufactured components that are more reliable, significantly 
reducing maintenance-related delays. With the new high-capacity 
hopper cars, a train of the same length as today (7,000 feet) will 
have 16 percent more capacity.

FIGURE 3: BENEFITS OF CP’S NEW HOPPER CAR INVESTMENT
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hoppers

+15%
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INCREASE
PER TRAIN16% More reliable fleet, 

reducing maintenance 
related delays

New hopper cars allow 
for faster loading 
and unloading 
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INCREASE
PER TRAIN44% New hopper cars coupled with CP’s 8,500 FT

high efficiency dedicated train model will add
significant capacity for the movement of grain 
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 FIGURE 4: CP TOTAL EMPLOYEES (END OF PERIOD)

11,653

2016 2017 2018 2019 Q2

12,163 12,770 13,330

CP is well positioned to accommodate unexpected surges in 
volumes, within reason, resulting from challenges experienced by 
other rail carriers and non-rail components in the supply chain.

New high-capacity grain hopper cars investment
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Conclusion

Through robust planning, predictive forecasting and experience, 
we are confident that we have proper contingencies in place to 
prepare the railroad for all winter scenarios. These measures will 
ensure a resilient rail system that can continue serving the needs 
of our customers – and by extension the needs of the broader 
economy – during the harshest winter operating conditions.

ANNEX: Location of winter preparedness assets and resources

CP division Location Assets and resources

Pacific

Coquitlam, B.C.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, track panels, culverts, emergency response 
contractors (heavy equipment).

Kamloops, B.C.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors 
(heavy equipment), snow spreader, bridge spans, culverts.

Revelstoke, B.C.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast and riprap, emergency response contractors(heavy 
equipment), avalanche control contractors, snow spreader, snow plows, snowfighters,  
bridge spans.

Golden, B.C.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast and riprap, track panels, emergency response contractors, 
avalanche control contractors, snow spreaders, snow plows, snowfighters, bridge spans.

Cranbrook, B.C.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors, 
avalanche control contractors, snow plow, snowfighter, snow blower, bridge spans, culverts.

Prairie

Calgary, Alta.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors (heavy 
equipment), snow plows, snow spreaders, snowfighters.

Edmonton, Alta.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, emergency response contractors (heavy equipment), snow 
plow, snowfighters, snow blower, culverts.

Lethbridge, Alta.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast and riprap, snow spreader, snowfighter, bridge spans, 
culverts.

Medicine Hat, Alta.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, emergency response contractors (heavy equipment), 
culverts, snow plow, snowfighter.

Moose Jaw, Alta. 
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast and riprap, track panels, emergency response 
contractors (heavy equipment), culverts, bridge spans, snow spreader, snowfighters,  
snow blower.

Saskatoon, Sask.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, emergency response contractors (heavy 
equipment), culverts, snow spreader, snowfighter, snow blower.

Wilkie, Sask. Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, track panels, snow spreader, snowfighter.

Regina, Sask.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, emergency response contractors (heavy 
equipment), snow spreader, snowfighter.
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(continued)

CP division Location Assets and resources

Central

Brandon, Man.
Stockpiled ballast, emergency response contractors (heavy equipment), track panels, culverts, 
snow spreader, snow blower.

Portage la Prairie, 
Man.

Stockpiled ballast and rip rap, snowfighter.

Winnipeg, Man.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors 
(heavy equipment), bridge spans, snow spreader, snow plow, snowfighters, snow blowers.

Kenora, Ont. Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, snow spreader, snowfighter

Dryden, Ont. Stockpiled ballast, track panels, snowfighter

Ignace, Ont. Loaded ballast, snowfighter.

Thunder Bay, Ont.
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors (heavy 
equipment), culverts, snow spreader, snowfighter, snow blower.

Schreiber, Ont. Stockpiled ballast, culverts, snow spreader, snowfighter.

White River, Ont. 
Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast and riprap, track panels, culverts, snow spreader, 
snowfighter.

Chapleau, Ont. Loaded ballast, stockpiled ballast & riprap, snow spreader, snowfighter.

Eastern

Cartier, Ont. Snowfighter

Sudbury, Ont.
Emergency response contractors (heavy equipment), snow spreader, bridge spans, track 
panels, snowfighter, snow blower.

Mactier, Ont. Snowfighter

Toronto, Ont.
Emergency response contractors (heavy equipment), bridge spans, snow spreader, snow 
plow, snowfighters, snow blower.

Montreal, Que.
Loaded ballast and riprap, stockpiled ballast, track panels, emergency response contractors 
(heavy equipment), snow spreader, snowfighters, snow blowers.
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